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 General anesthesia plays a crucial role in many surgical procedures, and it 

therefore has an enormous impact on human health. There are no precise 

measures for maintaining the correct dose of anesthetic, and there is currently 

no fully reliable instrument to monitor depth of anesthesia. In this paper, a 

novel approach has been proposed for detecting the changes in synchronism 

of brain signals, taken from EEG machine. During the effect of anesthesia, 

there are certain changes in the EEG signals. Those signals show changes in 

their synchronism. This phenomenon of synchronism can be utilized to study 

the effect of anesthesia on respiratory parameters like respiration rate etc, and 

hence the quantity of anesthesia can be regulated, and if any problem occurs 

in breathing during the effect of anesthesia on patient, that can also be 

monitored. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Every function of the human body is being controlled by brain, and as such there is a certain kind of 

synchronism between brain and various voluntary and involuntary processes of body. When this synchronism 

is lost it becomes a disorder, for example epileptic fits, breathlessness etc. [1]. In this paper focus is there, on 

understanding the synchronism between the brain and respiratory biomedical signals and hence trying to 

understand what effect does anesthesia delivery has ,on the patient’s respiratory rate. 

The signals are taken from EEG machine and are studied for the corresponding respiratory rate 

changes during dissemination of anesthesia to the patient during surgeries. This work mainly proposes an 

algorithm, which utilizes the concept of recurrence to analyze the synchronism between the brain and 

breathing phenomenon. The algorithm uses the concept of recurrence and tells the degree of coupling or 

synchronism between the brain signals (EEG signals) and respiration rate. Hence, it will help the anesthetist 

to monitor the effect of anesthesia on the patient’s vital parameters and it can also be used to study about the 

quantity of anesthesia that can be given to the patient [2]. But before proceeding to the main work, let’s focus 

on the various other methods. They are as follows: 

 

1.1. Decomposition Model (Based on Coupling) 
The form of a coupling function depends on the differing contributions from individual oscillations. 

Changes in form may depend predominantly on only one of the phases (along one-axis), or they may depend 

on both phases, often resulting in a complicated and intuitively unclear dependence. This demonstrates the 

need for a model able to distinguish the individual functional contributions to a coupling. This model mainly 

takes phase into consideration, though amplitude dynamics can also be taken into consideration. The 
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coupling between the various signals or the recurrences is found out and disorders are diagnosed on the basis 

of coupling strength [3]-[6].  

Previous coupling treatments, including the cross-frequency coupling in neuroscience, have focused 

on the net coupling in one direction. In this model, we decompose the net coupling into two components 

depending on their functional roles: the direct and the indirect couplings. Direct-coupling describes the 

influence of the direct (unidirectional) driving that one oscillator exerts on the other. Arguably, it is the most 

studied interaction in physiology, often linked to modulation mechanisms.The second component, indirect-

coupling, often called common-coupling, and depends on the shared contributions of the two oscillations. 

The indirect coupling also includes the diffusive coupling given with the phase difference terms. The 

mechanism behind this coupling component or process, although we present the model in relation to phase 

dynamics, a similar functional decomposition of the couplings can also be applied to amplitude dynamics. In 

terms of the general theory of phase dynamics and equation, the coupling function q1(ϕ1,ϕ2) can be expressed 

as the product of two functions 

 

q1(ϕ1,ϕ2) =P1 (ϕ1)P2(ϕ2)  

 

where P1(ϕ1) is the phase response curve (PRC) of the first oscillator and shows how it responds to external 

perturbations, while P2(ϕ2) is the perturbation function through which the second oscillator acts on the first 

one [7],[8]. 

 

1.2. Signal processing and statistical analysis 

The signals were first inspected visually, followed by automated artifact removal by interpolation. 

Data from subjects whose signals had many artifacts were disregarded and not analyzed. The cross-frequency 

intervals were estimated by standard digital filtering procedures, including a FIR filter followed by a zero-

phase digital filtering procedure to ensure that no time or phase lags were introduced by the filtering. The 

boundaries of the intervals extracted from the EEG signal were δ=0.8–4 Hz, θ=4–7.5 Hz, α=7.5–

14 Hz, β=14–22 Hz and γ=22–100 Hz; the interval extracted from the respiration signal was r=0.145–0.6 Hz; 

and the extraction of the heart activity from the ECG signal was h=0.6–2 Hz. Wavelet power and coherence 

analyses, together with further clinical interpretation, will be presented elsewhere. For the EEG oscillations 

special care was taken in dealing with frequency spillage between intervals, heart artifacts and power line 

artifacts [7],[8]. Then the coupling between these obtained ECG signals and those obtained from EEG 

machine is studied and compared with the standard values of various statistical parameters, which are 

obtained from the healthy person. Following parameters can be used to study the recurrence pattern in the 

biomedical signals: 

a. Determinism(DET): These measures are based on the histogram P(l) of diagonal lines of length l. 

Processes with uncorrelated or weakly correlated, stochastic or chaotic behavior cause none or very short 

diagonals, whereas deterministic processes cause longer diagonals and less single, isolated recurrence 

points . Therefore, the ratio of recurrence points that form diagonal structures (of minimum length lmin) 

to all recurrence points is introduced as a measure for determinism (or predictability) of the system: 

 

DET=
∑ 𝑙𝑃(𝑙)𝑁
𝑙𝑚𝑖𝑛.

∑ 𝑙𝑃(𝑙)𝑁
𝑙=1

⁄  

b. A diagonal line of length l means that a segment of the trajectory is rather close during 1 time step to 

another segment of the trajectory at a different time; thus, these lines are related to the divergence of the 

trajectory segments. The average diagonal line length is the average time that two segments of the 

trajectory are close to each other, and can be interpreted as the mean prediction time.[9][10] 

 

L=
∑ 𝑙𝑃(𝑙)𝑁
𝑙𝑚𝑖𝑛.

∑ 𝑃(𝑙)𝑁
𝑙𝑚𝑖𝑛.

⁄  

c. Measures based on vertical lines: These measures are based on the histogram P(v) of vertical lines of 

length v. The ratio between the recurrence points forming the vertical structures and the entire set of 

recurrence points is called laminarity [10],[11]. 

 

LAM = ∑ 𝑣𝑃(𝑣)𝑁
𝑣𝑚𝑖𝑛.

∑ 𝑣𝑃(𝑣)𝑁
𝑣=1

⁄   
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The computation of LAM is realized for those v that exceed a minimal length vmin in order to 

decrease the influence of the tangential motion. LAM represents the occurrence of laminar states in the 

system without describing the length of these laminar phases. It will decrease if the RP consists of more 

single recurrence points than vertical structures. The average length of vertical structures is called trapping 

time (TT) 

 

LAM = ∑ 𝑣𝑃(𝑣)𝑁
𝑣𝑚𝑖𝑛.

∑ 𝑃(𝑣)𝑁
𝑣𝑚𝑖𝑛.

⁄   

 

2. RESEARCH METHOD 

The mathematical concept of recurrence is the crux of the algorithm. The EEG signals from various 

channels of EEG machine are taken as an input which will be used by the program in MATLAB. This 

program will be based on the proposed algorithm and basically compares the synchronism between the EEG 

signals of any two channels. This comparison is done by using the concept of recurrence. Second thing is to 

find the degree of recurrence which is found out by using the formula of synchronization index ρπ [13],[14]. 

The advantage of using synchronization index in this algorithm is that it serves two purposes, firstly 

it helps in understanding the synchronization between the two signals from EEG channels and secondly it 

allows the user to find the degree of synchronization. Using the plot command of MATLAB, this 

synchronization index can be shown in form of graphs .If the graph shows increasing pattern, it shows high 

amount of synchronization between the two signals else the low synchronization. Following is the 

diagrammatic representation of the proposed algorithm for better visualization and understanding 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. The block diagram of the proposed algorithm 

 

 

The steps of  algorithm,whose block diagram is depicted as Figure 1, can be defined as follows: 

a. The signals from the channels of EEG machines are taken and put in a form of array so that it can be used 

as an input. 

b. The signals from the channels of EEG machines are taken and put in a form of array so that it can be used 

as an input in MATLAB program based on this algorithm.  

c. pie x(𝜋𝑥 ) refers to the order pattern and it is found out by comparing samples by their respective values 

at different intervals. Similarly pie y (πy ) is found.  

d. Once we have the values of pie x and pie y in form of matrices next step is to find order pattern. It is 

found as follows: 

 

ORP(t, τ)= 1 if πx (t)= πy (t+τ) 

0, otherwise 

 

Next step is to find out the recurrence rate and its normalized value. This is done using the following 

formulas: 

 

RR(τ)=∑ 𝑅(𝑡, 𝜏)𝑡  
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rr(τ)= RR(τ)/∑RR(𝜏) 

 

Then finally a parameter called “synchronization index”(ρπ) is found and plotted. The formula for 

synchronization index is as follows: 

 

ρπ=1-(
−∑ 𝑟𝑟(𝜏) ln 𝑟𝑟(𝜏)𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝜏𝑚𝑖𝑛

ln(𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝜏min)
) 

 

This parameter “ρπ”, when plotted between its two channels using MATLAB, will show either high, 

moderate, low or no synchronization between the signals taken from different channels of MATLAB. Based 

on the value of synchronization index,one can compare the synchronism between brain signals that controls 

the respiratory functions of body, to the value of synchronization index obtained from the healthy 

person(reference values). 

This way it will become easier to understand how anesthesia delivered to a person, is affecting its 

respiratory function and the amount of dose needed. The only precaution which may be required in this entire 

process is correct placement of EEG electrode, only at that position of brain, which controls the respiratory 

signals. The appealing factor of this algorithm is that it is very simple and the method developed using this 

algorithm will be a universal method which will be helpful in studying, detecting or diagnosing all those 

neurological disorders, that manifest themselves into changes in the pattern of EEG signals.  

Moreover, this algorithm may be used for detecting diseases which manifest themselves in changes 

in ECG and EMG signals also, with slight changes. So, in a way this proposed algorithm can be used as a 

basic framework which will pave the way for studying, and diagnosing diseases that manifest themselves into 

some form of biomedical signals, like ECG and EMG signals. Now the proposed algorithm is compred with 

the other methods mentioned above, as follows: 

a. Comparison with the Decomposition Model:Decomposition model mainly focuses on finding the 

synchronism between the two or more signals using the phase ,as a parameter.Now the problem with this 

method is that phase decomposition techniques are complex and often require associated circuitry which 

increases the overall cost of the device or the machine which will use the algorithm based on this 

model.Contrary to this,the algorithhem proposed in this paper,will find the synchronism between the two 

signals by using the simple mathematical concept of recurrences.The proposed algorithm simply uses the 

generalized formula of “Synchronization Index( ρπ)”.This approach ensures that no additional circuitry 

is involved as there is no need to extract any phase related information from the signal.So this method is 

cost effective and simple. 

b. Comparison with model based on signal processing and statistical analysis:The various approaches 

which use signal processing methods generally use the algorithms like KNN algorithm etc.[15],[16]. 

These algorithms are very application specific,so suppose if they are designed for a specific 

application,like for detecting epileptic seizure,then if that same method is used for finding 

say,Alzheimer,then lot of changes needs to be done in source code and source program.But if we use the 

synchronization index as a parameter to find the neurological disorder,it will serve as a uniform and 

generalized method,which can be used to detect any neurological disorder that manifest itself in the 

synchronization of signals.Similarly,if we compare the proposed algorithm with methods based on 

statistical analysis,we will see that methods based on statistical analysis use various parameters like 

determinism,laminarity etc to determine synchronism,while the proposed algorithm only uses a single 

parameter “synchronization Index”,so obviously the latter approach is simpler as compared to the former 

one. 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

Simplicity and robustness is the crux of the proposed algorithm.From the comparison done in the 

previous section we can easily make out that this algorithm has a generalized approach in determining any 

disorder which manifests itself in any kind of synchronism in biomedical signals. Since the algorithm has a 

generalized approach towards any kind   neurological disorder, the program which will be developed based 

on this approach can be used for detecting any kind of neurological disease that manifests itself in 

synchronization between signals. 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

This algorithm is simple and with slight changes, it can be applied to diagnose different neurological 

disorders like epilepsy, alzheimer’s disease, parkinson’s syndrome etc, since most of the neurological 
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disorders exhibit disturbance in regular, synchronized patterns of biomedical signals like EEG and ECG 

signals. That disturbance or change in the signal pattern can be visualized using the above proposed 

algorithm. Moreover this algorithm also paves the way for the development of software based techniques 

which can lead to the simple yet effective diagnosis of neurological disorders and also explains the complex 

recurrence patterns between various activities of the human body. 
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